VMobile License Agreement
1. Terms
By downloading and installing VMobile application, you agree to be bound by this agreement, all applicable
laws and regulations, and agree that you are responsible for compliance with any applicable local laws. If
you do not agree with any of these terms, you are prohibited from using VMobile application.
2. License of Use
1. In case by using the VMobile application you violate any EU regulations and legislation, VMobile JSC
reserves the right, in its sole discretion to restrict, suspend, or terminate your usage of VMobile application
at any time, with or without prior notice, and without liability and a refund.
1.1 You agree to use the VMobile application only for lawful purposes.
1.2 Your license of use of VMobile application is for ONE device only. If device is a subject of change you will
grant the right of a single additional free installation. You are granted with this option just once a year,
except in the case where you made your purchase via application store where conditions may vary.
1.3 VMobile LLC grants to you a non-exclusive, non-transferable, revocable right to access and use the
VMobile application.
1.4 Both trial and permanent license cannot be transferred to another device.
1.5 You may purchase multiple licenses for multiple devices.
1.6 If VMobile application stop functioning because of you have breached the Agreement, you will not be
entitled to a refund.
1.7 You are not allowed to modify, adapt or translate the VMobile application. You shall not reverse
engineer, decompile, disassemble or otherwise attempt to discover the source code of the VMobile
application.
1.8 VMobile LLC respects intellectual property rights and expects its users and customers to do the same.
VMobile LLC will respond to clear notices of copyright infringement consistent with the copyright laws of
the European Union.
2. This license shall automatically terminate if you violate any of these restrictions and may be terminated
by VMobile LLC at any time. Upon termination of this agreement, you must destroy any downloaded
materials in your possession whether in electronic or otherwise.
3. Disclaimer
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1. The materials on this website are provided "as is". VMobile LLC makes no warranties, expressed or
implied, and hereby disclaims and negates all other warranties, including without limitation, implied
warranties or conditions of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or non-infringement of
intellectual property or other violation of rights. Further, VMobile LLC does not warrant or make any
representations concerning the accuracy, likely results, or reliability of the use of the materials and
software on its Internet website or otherwise relating to such materials or on any e-commerce websites
linked to this site.
2. VMobile application is provided "AS IS," without a warranty of any kind. VMobile LLC shall not be liable
and provide a refund for any damages suffered by VMobile application licensee as a result of using the
software, including but not limited to running the software on devices and using provider services that
VMobile application cannot not support at any given time.
3. In no event VMobile LLC will be liable and provide a refund for any lost revenue, profit or data, or for
direct, indirect, special, consequential, incidental or punitive damages, however caused and regardless of
the theory of liability, arising out of the use of or inability to use software, even if VMobile LLC has been
advised of the possibility of such damages.
4. Modifications
VMobile LLC may revise this agreement at any time without notice. By possessing VMobile application
installed, non-installed in any format, you are agreeing to be bound by the then current version of this
agreement.
5. Connection to the Internet.
The VMobile application may cause your device, without additional notice and on an intermittent or regular
basis, automatically to connect the Internet to facilitate your access to any of supported services or
functionalities.
6. Personal Information.
VMobile LLC retains the device PIN for the purpose of enforcing VMobile application copy protection.
VMobile LLC will have access to the e-mail address of any user who made either demo account or real
customer.
©2012 VMobile LLC and its licensors. All rights reserved.
VMobile, the VMobile logo, and the application VMobile are registered trademarks in the EU and/or other
countries.
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